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Reviewer's report:

This paper described subacute phase treatment of subperiosteal hematoma of the orbit with epidural hematoma in the frontal cranial fossa. This would be the interesting study to the clinicians. However, some comments should be pointed. So please reply to the queries.

Major Compulsory Revisions
1. You mentioned that “Thus, specific treatments recommended for cases of subperiosteal hematoma of the orbit remain controversial at the present time.” in page 10. And many published studies in the literature have recommended that surgical treatments be performed in a rapid recovery without sequelae [5]. However, other studies have cited the importance of using observation to prevent surgical intervention-caused sequelae [3] [6]. It would be case by case. So it would be better to review of the literature and make the table to look at a glance to know how the status of the disease, the age of the onset, would make difference on the decision. And please discuss the time course of the intervention, for instance, which acute or subacute intervention is better?

Minor Essential Revisions
2. The numbers of the three figures are approximate.
3. I do not make sense there are some underlines on the manuscript.
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